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Since the early 1990s four institutional weaknesses have taken turns as the

popular ‘whipping boy’ for Germany’s economic ills: a backward-oriented,

bank-dominated financial system; an insider-dominated corporate governance

system; rigid labor markets and inflexible unions; and an overly expensive

welfare system. This paper surveys a wide range of the reforms that have been

undertaken to redress these weaknesses. While there is still a clear need for

further labor market and especially welfare state reforms, Germany’s insti-

tutional reforms to date represent successful adjustment to more global and com-

petitive capital and product markets – one that preserves an economic model

capable of combining relatively high social equality with long-term competitive-

ness. In this sense Germany has laid the foundations for a comeback and may still

serve as a model for all of the European Union.

INTRODUCTION: THE FOUR WEAKNESSES OF MODELL DEUTSCHLAND

Since the early 1980s there have been (at least) four regularly cited weaknesses of the

German model. These weaknesses have been regular topics of discussion – varying

over time in intensity – by politicians, policymakers, the press, business and labor.

The first finger of blame has pointed to the financial system. Germany’s bank-

dominated system, so the charge goes, is poor at financing innovation and entrepre-

neurship and thus limits Germany’s ability to move to the cutting edge of high-tech

sectors. Proponents of this view have regularly cited Germany’s relative dearth of

venture capital as evidence of this deficiency. Further, the German stock market was

lethargic and controlled by the (conservative) banks, thus cutting off German firms

from more risk-friendly sources of investment capital. The second finger of blame

pointed at Germany’s corporate governance system. Here the charge was that the

cozy relationships among the largest banks and industrial corporations – cemented

by cross-shareholdings and criss-crossing networks of interlocking directorships –

inhibited the dynamic restructuring of firms and industries that would keep Germany

in front of international competition. In short, Deutschland AG (Germany, Inc.) had

become a liability in a more integrated European and global economy.

The third and probably most damning finger of blame has been leveled at the trade

unions and the industrial relations system more broadly. The unions are charged with

defending a system that raises wages to non-sustainable levels and inhibits much-

needed corporate restructuring. In the course of the 1990s Germany’s unions became

increasingly isolated by many – including the media – as the major ‘problem’ of
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the German economy. Closely related to this, the generous social welfare state has been

viewed increasingly as a drag on the German economy and unions are frequently

blamed for resisting cost-saving changes.1

In contrast to the still common perception of Germany as the ‘sick man of Europe’,

in this paper I will argue broadly that the institutions governing the German economy

have undergone quite dramatic change. In several respects Germany is arguably

leading the broader European economy toward new institutions and a new accommo-

dation between labor and capital. A wide range of liberalizing reforms have been

undertaken which impart new sources of flexibility to German institutions without

giving up the strengths of the traditional model. This strength is evidenced by the

growth, profitability, and continued export strength of the traditional core sectors of

the German economy.

Germany’s remaining problems are significant, but need to be isolated so that

specific – not blanket – solutions can be pursued. There is little doubt that Germany’s

recent economic struggles are at least in part a result of structural problems. But I will

argue that many of these have already been addressed by wide-ranging reforms and

innovations. The primary remaining structural problem is to stimulate employment

in the service sector and low-skill jobs more generally. But often overlooked in

debates is the fact that Germany’s recent struggles are also in good part a result of

two adverse exogenous shocks – German reunification and excessive fiscal and

monetary restraint induced by European Monetary Union.

This paper will substantiate these arguments by highlighting key reforms that are

clearly new sources of dynamism and flexibility. Since a comprehensive review

would require more than one paper, this one will focus primarily on reforms in the cor-

porate governance and industrial relations systems. When it comes to modernization of

corporate governance, Germany is no laggard among continental European countries

and the result in terms of corporate restructuring, investment and management strat-

egies are far-reaching. The paper will also examine the changing role of labor in cor-

porate governance. Substantial research has already demonstrated that the institutions

of codetermination and works councils in Germany are facilitating corporate restruc-

turing and economic dynamism. Thus Germany’s labor institutions are hardly a barrier

to a more dynamic European economy and may, indeed, be a model for others to

emulate. Thus, Germany is well prepared to facilitate further economic integration

and growth in Europe through a new or increased openness to cross-national

mergers and acquisitions and flows of capital, labor and investment. In the next sections

I will present a summary review of many of the key institutional reforms intended to

redress these weaknesses. Following this I will examine evidence on the relative

performance of the Germany economy and evaluate the sources of its problems.

FINANCE AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE: FROM BANK DOMINATION TO MARKETS

The reform and transformation of the German financial and corporate governance systems

goes back to the mid-1980s when the large German banks launched a concerted effort to

promote Germany’s ‘underdeveloped’ securities markets.2 This effort accorded with the

beginnings of a major reorientation in the banks’ business strategies from a traditional

focus on commercial banking to a focus on securities market-oriented investment
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banking. During the 1990s many large non-financial firms also became reform supporters

because they, no longer relying on bank loans for external funds, instead preferred to see

the introduction of modern capital market products in Germany that could increase their

financial flexibility.3 Because German investors could not be expected to increase their

demand for securities as rapidly as the banks needed, the strategy came to rest importantly

upon wooing foreign institutional investors.4 The reform coalition thus found itself

increasingly compelled to adopt many of the Anglo-Saxon market regulations and

norms demanded by these investors.5

While reform efforts had begun in the late 1980s, a major step forward was the

passage in 1990 of the first of four Financial Market Promotion Laws subsequently pro-

mulgated. All of these omnibus laws contained numerous and wide-ranging statutory

additions and amendments intended to stimulate the supply and demand of securities.

The 1990 law, for instance, eliminated various taxes considered hindrances to securi-

ties trading.6 Efforts to develop and promote securities markets in Germany became

even more intense and focused in the early 1990s, partly because capital market integ-

ration in Europe was now unfolding and banks expected it to accelerate during the

run-up to monetary union. But more importantly the German state itself now took an

intense interest in these issues in order to increase its influence over evolving inter-

national norms and regulations governing capital markets and to make Frankfurt a

global player among increasingly competitive financial markets.7 Thus in early 1992

the German Finance Ministry, in coordination with the pro-reform coalition, launched

the highly publicized Finanzplatz Deutschland campaign (Finance Center Germany).

One of the first successes of this campaign was the long-sought reorganization of

the stock exchange system into a publicly traded company, the Deutsche Börse AG,

in 1993.8 Since then the German exchange has become a leader in many key securities

markets in Europe. The next big success was the Second Financial Market Promotion

Law in 1994 that harmonized the content and form of German regulation with inter-

national norms and EU Directives on financial services. It also moved Germany

away from the traditional self-regulation of securities markets and exchanges with

the creation of an independent Federal Supervisory Office for Securities Trading.

The new state agency, modeled after the American Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion (SEC), was charged with enforcing a new legal ban on insider trading and newly

stringent information reporting requirements by issuers of securities and traders. Over

the course of the 1990s the new norms of transparency and openness clearly spread as

an ever growing number of large firms began quarterly reporting, opened investor

relations departments, and adopted more transparent international or US accounting

standards.

By the second half of the 1990s the campaign for developing the securities market

had achieved broad support and momentum among business, the public and the politi-

cal parties (see Table 1). This did not, of course, mean there were no significant dis-

agreements over the details of specific reform initiatives. For example, the 1998

Law on Control and Transparency in Enterprises (Gesetz zur Kontrolle und Transpar-

enz im Unternehmensbereich, KonTraG) was perhaps the most controversial reform

legislation in the last seven years (and the first major revision of company law since

1965).9 The law sought to support the growth of securities markets by limiting the

influence of banks in firms and instead increasing corporate transparency, management
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accountability and protection for minority shareholders.10 Not all of the initial propo-

sals were embraced by the large banks and firms, but the FDP, then coalition partner

with the CDU in government, pushed hard for the measure and gained support from

the opposition SPD (and the unions as well). The FDP and SPD were motivated in par-

ticular by a desire to strengthen the ability of capital markets to put pressure on firms,

i.e. to undermine what they saw as excessive concentration of corporate power.11 The

KonTraG represents the beginning of a more sustained effort to move beyond financial

market reform into the very heart of German corporate governance, i.e. the rules deter-

mining the rights and responsibilities of owners, managers, and employees in the firm.

The two realms are intimately linked: further gains in developing securities markets

were unlikely to be realized unless more thoroughgoing changes were made in

corporate governance – chiefly to increase transparency of firms and the possibility

for shareholders to protect their rights vis-à-vis management – through strengthening

the supervisory board. The KonTraG made German corporate law among the more

minority shareholder-friendly ones in Europe. For example, it eliminated unequal

voting rights and abolished voting caps in shareholders’ meetings – two features

still common in other EU member states.12

Indeed, since coming to power in late 1998, the SPD has paradoxically been the

more aggressive pro-market reform party and one that has on more than one occasion

taken the initiative ahead of the large banks and firms. The SPD sees these as part of a

strategy to modernize and revitalize the German economy and a strategy that realizes a

long-standing aim of the party – the deconcentration and ‘democratization’ of corpor-

ate power. In other words, since 1998 reform and modernization of finance and corpor-

ate governance has been the poster child of the German left, not the right. Taking

advantage of the permissive environment created by the tremendous surge in stock

markets in the late 1990s and the spectacular success of the Neuer Markt (a new

TABLE 1

MAJOR REFORMS IN FINANCIAL AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE LAWS AND

REGULATIONS

Reform Key effects

1990 German Futures Exchange Financial product modernisation
1990 Financial Market Promotion Law Stimulate supply/demand for securities
1993 Creation of Deutsche Börse AG Reform of stock exchange
1994 2nd Financial Market Law Creates Federal Securities Regulator (BaWe) and

corporate disclosure regulation
1995 Securities Trading Law Requires disclosure of holdings over 5%
1997 Neuer Markt begins New exchange for high-tech startups
1998 Law on Control and Transparency

in Enterprises (KonTraG)
Limits placed on bank use of proxy voting, abolished

unequal voting rights/caps; share options permitted
1998 Law to Facilitate Equity Issues

(KapAEG)
Increase corporate transparency through use of IAS or

US GAAP
2000 Eichel Tax Reform Encourage break up of cross-shareholdings
2001 Takeover Law Regulate and ease takeover process (mandatory bidding;

neutrality duty), fair treatment for minority
shareholders; but takeover defenses permitted

2002 Corporate Sector Transparency and
Publicity Act (TransPuG)

Strengthen Supervisory boards, increased disclosure
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electronic exchange for fast-growing technology firms introduced in 1997), the SPD

completed numerous key reforms during its first term in office: In 1998 the Third

Financial Market Promotion Law was passed. Also in 1998, a law to facilitate equity

issues (Kapitalaufnahmeerleichterungsgesetz, KapAEG) was promulgated which,

among other things, allows German firms to balance their books using the international

(IAS) or American accounting standards (US-GAAP).13 The SPD also put together a

neo-corporatist commission (Cromme Commission) to develop a corporate governance

codex. Published in 2001, the codex seeks to encourage firms to adopt ‘good’ corporate

governance practices (with a strong emphasis on minority shareholder interests).

While the German government was widely criticized for vetoing the European

Commission’s takeover directive in July 2001, the irony is that it did so because

Germany’s wide-ranging financial and corporate governance reforms had made the

German system more liberal than most other systems in the EU. This meant that,

under the EU Takeover Directive, German firms would have been significantly more

vulnerable to hostile takeovers by foreign corporations than firms in many other EU

members which enjoyed stronger anti-takeover instruments.14 Shortly after rejecting

the EU directive, Germany promulgated its own (and first) Takeover Law based on

the work of a neo-corporatist commission; and it is still among the more liberal take-

over laws in Europe.15

In 2002 the corporate governance codex – while it already had broad support – was

given more authoritative status through the Corporate Sector Transparency and Publi-

city Act (TransPuG).16 In an effort to further modernize and strengthen state market

regulation, in that same year the federal government also consolidated all financial

market regulation – banking, securities, and insurance – in one federal agency

(Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht, BAFin). Within the EU only

Britain has so far gone this far. The Cromme Commission continues to revise and

update the Code; recently focusing on developing ad hoc information disclosure rules,

executive pay disclosure rules, and board director independence.17

All of these reforms set the stage for Germany to participate in the global stock

market boom of the late 1990s. Starting with the partial privatization and initial

public offerings of Deutsche Telekom in 1996, stock prices soared as Germans

poured money into the markets as never before. Spurred on by the Neuer Markt, the

number of initial public offerings (IPOs) jumped to unprecedented levels: in 1999

alone there were more IPOs than in the ten years from 1988 to 1997.18 Venture

capital funds, which had been growing strongly since the early 1990s, soared dramati-

cally in the late 1990s: From 1996 to 2002 total portfolio volume grew from E3.1

billion to E16.6 billion.19 More than that, German venture funds came to act like

American funds through a growing focus on technology start-ups and early stage finan-

cing. In short, the financial market and corporate governance reforms of the 1990s

worked. As elsewhere, the decline in the stock market from 2001 to 2003 put a

damper on these developments. The most notable casualty was the Neuer Markt, which

collapsed in 2003 amidst a moribund IPO market. While the travails of the early 2000s

were a setback in several ways for the development of the stock market and ‘equity

culture’ in Germany, market capitalization relative to GDP and venture capital funding

remain well ahead of where they were at the start of the boom. As the stock market

recovers, Germany is likely to continue the prior direction of change (although at a
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slower pace than in the late 1990s).20 In keeping with trends elsewhere, private equity

fund activity has surged recently in Germany, thus carrying forward the finance-led

restructuring process begun in the late 1990s.

By the turn of the millennium it was clear that the most fundamental change of the

decade was perhaps the transformation of bank–large firm relations. Relationship

banking, i.e., a mutual emphasis on a long-term relationship between a firm and its

main bank(s) is being replaced by more arms-length, transaction-oriented exchanges.21

From the firm side, this change was driven by evolving product market and financial

strategies. For example, in the 1990s several large German firms began internationaliz-

ing their investor base (in part by listing on the New York Stock Exchange which better

positioned them to make acquisitions in the US).22 As a result the shareholder base of

numerous large German firms (and banks) has become more widely dispersed and

internationalized, thus weakening domestic shareholder control and bank connections.

Like the US, institutional investors (e.g. pension funds and investment funds) and their

preferences for corporate transparency have become increasingly important in

Germany.23

The internationalization of the investor base is connected to a growing emphasis by

such firms on shareholder value, i.e. managing the company so as to maximize return

on equity (as manifested in share prices and dividends).24 In the past, German firms

often focused more on expansion of the firm’s revenues and market share while profit-

ability, though important, was not the driving force of managerial decisions. This con-

ventional focus was sustained by the fact that most large firms have been controlled by

insiders who, while wanting a return on their equity investment, did not usually

pressure management to pursue profit maximization as the foremost goal.25 In a share-

holder-oriented environment, takeovers – including hostile ones – become more

likely. Corporate managers also face more pressure to sell off divisions or close

operations more quickly than they would have in the past if they are not generating

sufficient return.26

The transformation of bank–firm relations was also driven on the bank side. Begin-

ning in the late 1990s, large German banks (and the major insurers) reduced the size of

their equity stakes in individual non-financial firms.27 First, the banks were interested

in reducing their exposure to the risks associated with large equity stakes in other firms.

Second, like other large German firms, the banks want to redeploy long-held equity

investments ‘locked up’ in traditional relationships into more profitable investments.28

As part of its broad program to modernize corporate Germany, in 2000 the Federal

Government passed a Corporate Income Tax Law that made the sale of long-term

equity stakes held by large firms and banks in other firms tax free after 1 January

2002.29 This measure gave further impetus to the already ongoing sell-off of big indus-

trial shareholdings and large-scale reshuffling of corporate assets.30 Even before these

tax changes, the 1990s had twice the level of mergers and acquisitions as during the

1980s.31 The number of capital ties among the 100 largest corporations declined

from 169 in 1996 to 80 in 2000:32 the percentage of corporate equity held by other

German non-financial firms fell from 45.8% in 1995 to 32.5% by 2003.33 Banks

have also greatly reduced their direct involvement in corporate governance via board

representation.34 In sum, the traditionally tight equity and personal linkages among

German firms has been greatly reduced. To be clear, though, many large German
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firms still have several large, long-term shareholders; the difference is that now many

also have a large number of institutional and retail investors who are interested in

shareholder value.35

Altogether, this new direction represents a notable break from the old model in which

banks and other large firms were long-term shareholders providing ‘patient’ capital and

protecting firm management from unwanted outside influences and takeovers. But one

must be careful not to exaggerate change. The German capital market is still compara-

tively small relative to German GDP while small and mid-sized firms continue to rely

heavily on bank loans. Thus, the traditional commercial finance role of banks remains

quite significant.36 Moreover, the German corporate governance system remains distinct

from those of the liberal market economies of the UK and US. German company and

codetermination laws continue to ensure that workers have formal representation and

codecision rights within firms. Thus it clearly cannot be argued that the stakeholder

model is completely gone (or likely to disappear anytime soon).

Nonetheless, the changes highlighted above make clear that shareholders have

gained both formal (legal) and practical power within firms, and corporate management

in Germany is much more attuned to share prices, profitability, and the demands of its

shareholders. Vitols labels this hybrid ‘negotiated shareholder value’, since empow-

ered shareholders must still negotiate firm goals and major decisions with the other

key stakeholders, labor and management in particular.37 One might take this as an argu-

ment that the German economy has therefore yet to adopt the deep structural reforms

needed to become competitive. However, as we shall see in the next section, the con-

tinued role of labor in corporate governance does not hinder corporate restructuring.

Indeed, there is much evidence to suggest that it has facilitated restructuring in a

manner that preserves high wages while enabling management to make profitability

enhancing changes in production and investment.

REFORM AND FLEXIBILITY IN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

There are two fundamental pillars to the German system of industrial relations: code-

termination, which is institutionalized primarily in works councils and company super-

visory boards, and centralized collective bargaining. The German system has long been

characterized as ‘social partnership’ in reference to the generally consensual nature of

labor–management relations. The institutionalized political and market strength of

labor – a standard element of the highly successful postwar German model – was

for a long time accepted by business as a ‘fact of life’ that need not hinder competitive-

ness. Indeed, many firms (especially large ones) at times regarded this as a source of

competitive strength. A strong role for labor was also acceptable to business because

the size, organizational strength, and tradition of social partnership meant that

unions traditionally linked wage demands to inflation plus productivity gains. In

other words, wage gains were generally affordable and did not cut into profits. More-

over, labor and management traditionally formed a productivity coalition in that each

party gained from productivity enhancing measures in firms. Thus, German unions

have historically been relatively open to firm internal reorganization and restructuring.

German firms focused on high value-added production using high-skill labor and were

therefore able to sustain high wages.38
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Given this long-term success and relative flexibility of German unions, why have

they come to be viewed as a barrier to economic success? The answer is complex

and what I present here is a partial one at best, but a major reason for the changing per-

ception of labor in Germany is the intensification of competitive pressures on German

firms. While German firms have long sought to minimize the disadvantages of their

higher costs by competing in high value-added markets, in the course of the 1980s

and 1990s these markets were increasingly competitive. New producers, notably from

Asia and more recently Central Europe, were increasingly able to close the quality and

value-added gap to German products while undercutting them in prices (due to a lower

cost structure). In short, the traditional ‘safe haven’ for German firms has been shrink-

ing, thus putting strong cost pressures on them. These pressures have led many employ-

ers to grow increasingly disgruntled with high wages and above all social benefit

(non-wage labor) costs in Germany.

Over the last decade rising unemployment has increasingly been blamed on high

wages and labor market rigidities. But the German industrial relations system has

been far from inflexible in responding to these and other economic pressures. Wages

in Germany remain high; in this respect little has changed. But the institutions of the

industrial relations system have undergone far-reaching – if often obscure when

looked at individually – transformation (see Table 2). The general thrust of all these

changes has been a gradual decentralization of labor–management relations which

has aided firms by allowing them increasingly to tailor labor relations and agreements

to firm-specific needs. Thus labor and the industrial relations system have indeed

shown considerable flexibility and, arguably, have helped preserve the traditional

sources of German competitiveness while enabling German firms to confront the

cost problems they face. In this section I look first at some adaptations in the collective

TABLE 2

NEW SOURCES OF FLEXIBILITY IN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Key reforms/actions Key measures/effects

Hardship and Opening Clauses (early ‘90s)
1993 – 0.5 m workers; 1999 – 7 m

Permit wage deviation from collective agreements

Firm Pacts or Alliances (Betriebliche Bündnisse)
a. wage reduction investment agreement
b. wage reduction employment agreement
c. productivity enhancing investment agreement
d. work redistribution employment agreement
1990 – 1% of Rehder Sample (120 large firms);
2000 – 46% of sample
primarily manufacturing: metalworking (auto),
electronics, chemicals

Supervisory Board Codetermination Unions support transparency laws; support
restructuring through M&A, corporate spin-offs
(Höpner)

Works Council Legislation (1999) Creation of works councils in small firms eased;
created options for divisional council

Hartz Reforms/Agenda 2010 (2004) Reduced unemployment benefits; eased
employment protection, job acceptance
requirements raised; restructuring of
employment offices; creation of Ich-AGs,
extension of low-tax ‘mini-jobs’
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bargaining pillar of the industrial relations system since the 1990s, in particular

the growth of firm-level pacts or alliances.39 I then turn to changes in the second

pillar – codetermination. The section concludes with a brief review of the recent

Agenda 2010 reforms.

The 1992–93 recession was in many ways the key catalyst of the growth of firm-

level pacts and deviations from collectively bargained agreements. Recession coincided

with the end of the post-unification boom, the completion of the Single Market and

emergence of new sources of labor and production in Central Europe. The movement

began with hardship and opening clauses (Härte- und Öffnungsklauseln) in eastern

Germany which allowed firms to deviate from collective agreements, especially to

pay lower wages. The growth of these pacts was explosive: In 1993 about a half

million workers in industry and construction were employed by firms which concluded

such clauses; in 1994 there were about four million workers subjected to such clauses

and this figure rose to nearly seven million in 1999, or nearly one in five workers.40

The movement to these clauses was soon joined by a related movement to firm-

level pacts or alliances (Betriebliche Bündnisse). These pacts had their roots in

American concession bargaining of the 1980s, but only took off in Germany – and

in adapted form – in the 1990s. Pacts are generally concluded between works councils

and management and increasingly deviate from union-negotiated collective agree-

ments. In her in-depth study of more than 100 of the largest German firms, Rehder

identified four kinds or types of pacts (which run from three to seven years):41

1. Wage reduction investment agreement. In these pacts workers typically accept

measures to reduce wage costs by accepting pay below contract, elimination of

pay above contract, elimination of bonuses in exchange for an investment agree-

ment by the employer, i.e., the employer promises to make specified investments

in German production sites.

2. Wage reduction employment agreement. Works accept measures to reduce wage

costs by accepting pay below contract, elimination of pay above contract, elimin-

ation of bonuses in exchange for a job protection agreement.

3. Productivity enhancing investment agreement. Workers agree to such measures as

more overtime, more production shifts, a reduction of sickness days, new work

organization, and performance-oriented pay in exchange for investment agreement

by the employer.

4. Work redistribution employment agreement. Workers accept such measures as

shorter working week or more flexible deployment of labor in the firm in exchange

for job protection and training agreements.

In Rehder’s study, less than 1% of her sample firms had any such pact in 1990; by

2000 nearly half (46%) had had at least one pact during the 1990s.42 Pacts were

especially popular in industry: during the 1993/94 recession all the major auto firms

and many large supplier firms concluded pacts of one kind or another (or a combination

of the pact types). In 2000 the majority of pacts was in the metal and electronics sector;

followed by chemical and infrastructure. Since 1996 most pacts were predominantly of

the investment type.43 This last fact speaks to the willingness of German unions to

accommodate dramatic reductions in employment during the 1990s. While this helped

firms reduce costs, it had the obvious consequence of contributing to rising unemployment
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since only the most important or core workers were secure in their jobs. A good portion of

job reductions were reached through attrition and early retirement, thus avoiding mass

layoffs in many cases. However, this merely externalized the cost onto the state, which

has picked up much of the cost of early retirement.44

The emergence and spread of pacts or alliances was – not surprisingly – initially

fought by the unions. This was so for several reasons: first, pacts generally involved

concessions and thus represented a loss to labor; second, pacts lessened the influence

and control of the unions over wages and the conditions of work (because they were

concluded by works councils which are not official union bodies), thus threatening

an erosion of their own institutional source of power (most importantly the collective

bargaining agreement) and the class solidarity among workers which also underpins

any successful labor movement.45 From a macro point of view, pacts were short-

term fixes that may have benefited some workers (namely those who kept jobs because

of them), but in the long term threatened to undermine the labor movement. The unions

tried to counter the trend to decentralized pacts by making them an issue for centralized

collective bargaining and centralized neo-corporatist negotiation (most notably in the

Bündnis für Arbeit) but this strategy largely failed. The unions have also attempted to

shape or influence pacts through informal coordination with works councils but have

had very limited success.46

In sum, the collective bargaining system has become more decentralized, flexible

and infused with market-conforming elements. Under the old system firm-level agree-

ments, such as they existed, were constrained by the collective industrial agreements,

i.e. permissible deviations were limited (and almost always in favor of labor) and deter-

mined in the collective agreement. But now company agreements can go beyond them

and are beginning to shape the contours of collective industrial agreements.47 The util-

ization of pacts has been successful from the labor perspective inasmuch as they have

moderated the downward pressure on wages and slowed job losses by finding other

ways to lower costs for the firm, mostly through more flexibility in working hours/
conditions, reduced hours or job sharing, elimination of premium wages above collec-

tive bargaining rates, and cuts in bonuses or overtime pay.

It has been widely noted, however, that this development divides the labor move-

ment increasingly into ‘core’ and ‘peripheral’ employees: the peripheral employees

are those who are laid off or subjected to wage reductions and thus end up

‘paying for’ the job security and high wages of core employees. The use of pacts

also undermines the traditional division of labor between the two pillars of collective

bargaining and codetermination, since works councils are increasingly assuming

many of the functions long the domain of union-controlled collective bargaining.

As noted already, this threatens to undermine class solidarity as workers become

increasingly identified with – and economically tied to – their particular firms.

Indeed, the new Works Council Law passed by the Schröder government is likely

to further this direction, since it permitted the creation of divisional work councils

(alongside the standard Gesamt-, or Konzernbetriebsrat – corporate or concern

works council). This would further subdivide employee representation along

product market lines.48

The changing role of works councils, as evidenced by pacts, points to the broader

transformation of the second pillar of the industrial relations system – codetermination.
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This second pillar is formed by the active role of works councils and worker represen-

tatives on supervisory boards in firm management decisions. As such this second pillar

of the industrial relations system also forms part of the German corporate governance

system. In other words, codetermination makes labor an important actor in firm-level

governance and is what traditionally made the German system a stakeholder govern-

ance system. As the discussion of pacts already suggests, labor has generally not

used codetermination to hinder firm restructuring, stop outward direct investment, or

to fight the spread of shareholder values and an equity culture in Germany. Thus the

transformation of the corporate governance system and industrial relations system

largely reinforce each other.

First, unions and labor representatives on supervisory boards generally embraced

the move to greater corporate financial transparency (e.g., use of international account-

ing standards) because it enhances their power vis-à-vis management. In other words,

transparency provides labor more information about management and thus serves as a

tool for codetermination: transparency gives workers a more complete financial picture

of the firm and the ability to compare relative performance of different national subsi-

diaries.49 The latter, for example, can be used by workers to fight against the relocation

of work to foreign subsidiaries if it can be shown that the German production location is

cost competitive. Consistent with this, unions supported passage of the 1998 company

transparency law and the equity raising law. Along with shareholder groups, workers

supported the introduction of variable compensation for top management – including

share options – because it ties management pay to company performance, thus (pre-

sumably) strengthening management’s incentive to maintain competitiveness (and ulti-

mately jobs).50 Unions (and works councils) have not also categorically opposed the

more explicit use of profitability targets for management and operational divisions.51

Neo-liberal critics of the German system also presumed that workers would use

codetermination to hinder firm restructuring via the sale of under-performing or non-

core subsidiaries, through foreign investment, or by outside takeovers. But this, too,

has largely been a red herring: Labor representatives on supervisory councils and works

councils have more often than not supported such measures. During the 1990s, for

instance, works councils in Mannesmann and ThyssenKrupp supported spin-offs and

a return to corporate specialization in the belief that the long-run viability of the

firm (and thus jobs) would benefit from it; the firm would be more successful in

product markets and attract more investment.52 And when Mannesmann became the

object of a (ultimately successful) hostile takeover in 2000, labor reps on the super-

visory board ultimately supported the takeover.53

Neither can it easily be argued that codetermination has been a barrier to cross-

border mergers and acquisitions involving German firms. From 1994 to 2000,

German firms purchased 1,545 firms in other EU states for $377 billion, while EU

firms bought 1,633 German firms for $331.2 billion. These represented significant

increases over the number and value of firms purchased (in both directions) in the

immediate years preceding this period.54 There is also little evidence to suggest that

German firms have been slowed in their ability to outsource production to lower-

wage countries or utilize foreign suppliers.55

Given this flexibility and the willingness on the part of labor to adapt to a more

shareholder-oriented corporate governance system, it should not be surprising that
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most large German firms – including the most shareholder-oriented among them –

have not been clamoring to opt out of collective bargaining or dismantle codetermina-

tion.56 While certain segments of the business community have been making a public

issue in the last two years of the presumed burden of codetermination, surveys of

German managers and managers of foreign subsidiaries in Germany make clear that

codetermination is not widely viewed as a problem – nor has codetermination deterred

international investors from buying in Germany.57

It is important to recognize that the unions were not simply passive actors in the

adjustment strategies of German firms, i.e. that the existence of codetermination in

Germany is largely irrelevant to the ultimate outcome.58 A comparative study of

German and French corporate governance by Goyer shows that large French and

German firms adapted differently to the growing demands of international investors

for shareholder value.59 Whereas French firms chose typically to sell off underperform-

ing or non-core units, German firms opted to satisfy investor demands by increasing

their financial transparency (and eliminating voting restrictions). He attributes this

differential response to the relative power of labor and the organization of work

within the firm. Strong labor and high-skills, semi-autonomous labor in German

firms make it difficult and costly (and less desirable) for managers in Germany to

shed labor or subsidiaries. But the willingness of German workers to accept responsi-

bility for the economic performance of the firm also made managers more apt and

willing to increase transparency. The key point is that German codetermination did

(and does) constrain the strategic options of German firms in their response to financial

market pressures, but it does not prevent – indeed it even aids – effective responses.

That said, the 1990s and 2000s continued a trend already visible in the 1980s in

which the codetermination function is increasingly aligned with the management func-

tion, i.e. enhancing productivity, cash flow and earnings. In short, labor is increasingly

in a position of ‘co-management’ rather than codetermination. For many this means

that the needs of workers are being increasingly identified with the needs of the firm

as a commercial enterprise. Along the way the postwar development of ‘industrial citi-

zenship’ is weakening or being transformed in its meaning from ‘constitutional rights’

to contractually negotiated rights (via firm pacts, for instance).60 In other words, adjust-

ments in the codetermination system are occurring through renegotiation in contractual

agreements, not legal changes. The problem is that contractually negotiated ‘rights’ for

workers are generally more tenuous than legally codified ones. This suggests that the

continued influence of labor in codetermination (corporate governance) may not

hold over the longer term. Also, as firms become more global in their employment,

it is becoming harder and harder for employees to represent their common interests

at the top level of the firm even when there is no formal change in codetermination

(e.g., at the Gesamt-, or Konzernbetriebsrat).

Labor has also ‘bought’ its continued prominent role in codetermination (corporate

governance) by agreeing to a shrinking core of secure jobs. Employment in the 100

largest firms declined 5.8% from 1986 to 1996, while their overall employment (globally)

increased 10.3%.61 It has also been maintained by accepting increased variability in com-

pensation via the growth of contingent or performance-oriented pay for workers.62

Thus, one of the great ironies of the past decade is that despite all the calls for

radical change in the labor relations system, it has remained broadly stable while
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exhibiting notable flexibility. Indeed, most managers seem to want to avoid confronta-

tion with labor over wages. There are several reasons for this: First, large firms have

higher productivity than smaller firms and would face higher wage demands from

unions if they opted out of collective bargaining; thus, second, staying in means

they generally have decreasing unit labor costs; third, unions are stronger in big

firms and more shareholder-oriented firms are subject to heavy international compe-

tition and thus can least afford labor unrest; finally, firm pacts have provided more

flexibility to management.63

Nonetheless, there are several trends that may well further undermine labor’s

ability to play an important role within firms (and in society at large). First, the collec-

tive bargaining system is shrinking in its coverage as a growing number of firms have

been defecting from employer’s associations and instead seek to negotiate wages on

their own: in 1995 72% of employees in the West were covered by collective agree-

ments, by 2003 this shrank to 62% (in the East, it went from 56% in 1996 to 43% in

2003).64 Second, a growing rift between large and small firms in their willingness to

negotiate collective agreements and pay higher wages threatens to undermine employer

solidarity as well. Without solidarity on the side of both employees and employers the

German industrial relations system is threatened.

But this is not necessarily the fate of Germany. As Höpner argued:

It is conceivable that future research will emphasize the combination of share-

holder orientation and codetermination as a precondition for economic success

in post-millennium Germany, because only codetermination might allow

employees to have faith in a process that would otherwise undermine quality

production and incremental innovation.65

The future will also likely be affected by the recent Agenda 2010 reforms. In some

respects the Agenda 2010 reforms have their roots in the failure of traditional German-

style neo-corporatism to resolve the high unemployment problem. Shortly after coming

to office in late 1998, the new Schröder government put together a permanent tripartite

commission, the Alliance for Jobs (Bündnis für Arbeit). With representatives from gov-

ernment, unions and employers’ associations, the commission developed a set of broad

objectives designed to get the German economy back on track. But despite a series of

regular meetings, the Alliance for Jobs failed to produce anything beyond minor

reforms and tinkering with the industrial relations system. Thus Schröder’s first term

in office was widely regarded as marked by a failed economic policy. Thus in the

run-up to the fall 2002 elections the government created another commission named

after its chair, Peter Hartz. The Hartz Commission produced a series of more radical

labor market reform proposals that were adopted early in the second Schröder govern-

ment. Not satisfied, in March 2003 Schröder proposed a much broader and bolder

reform package – Agenda 2010. Intended to jumpstart the German economy, the

Agenda 2010 reforms took up the Hartz labor market reforms and supplemented

them with reforms to the tax, healthcare, welfare, training, and pension systems.

Agenda 2010 goals include reducing non-wage labor costs, boosting domestic

demand and capital spending, assisting the unemployed find jobs more quickly,

making labor markets more flexible (e.g. easing employment protection rules), and

fostering innovation.66
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The reform package was adopted in late 2003, after conciliation between the

Bundestag and the Bundesrat (controlled by the opposition). Thus the reform was a

product of broad partisan consensus. While unions complained, they did not take to

the streets or threaten the SPD, perhaps because union members themselves were

evenly divided in their support/opposition to Agenda 2010.67 The protest demon-

strations that emerged in the East quickly fizzled out. Employers applauded the

reform but said it did not go far enough. Since implementation of the reforms only

began in 2005, their long-term effects remain to be seen. However, the passage of

these reforms, together with extensive income and corporate tax cuts,68 is further evi-

dence of both German reform capacity and the kind of model toward which the German

system is evolving – a model that continues to insure formal labor representation and

participation within firms, i.e. social partnership, and a high skills, high valued-added

production model. But the evolving German model increasingly allows for greater

diversity in wages and work conditions while shifting more of the cost and responsibil-

ity for social welfare, healthcare, and retirement saving onto individuals.

The Fruits of Reform

Even without Agenda 2010, the finance and corporate governance reforms and labor

flexibility discussed above have played key roles in helping German firms remain com-

petitive – a fact often obscured in the generally negative discourse on the German

economy. Over the eight year period from 1994 to 2001, for example, German corpor-

ate profitability, while lower than the Eurozone average, showed more or less steady

improvement, and in 2001 was only slightly behind that of the US.69 In 2004, the 30

largest listed companies doubled their collective profits over the previous year to

nearly E36 billion and dramatically raised dividends, all while reducing domestic

employment by 35,000.70

Despite the steep rise in the euro exchange rate over the last few years, German

exports have risen steadily for years and German firms are increasingly price competi-

tive within the Eurozone.71 In 2004 exports rose 10% over the previous year to E731

billion – making Germany once again the world’s number one exporter – while the

trade surplus reached E155 billion (almost 20% more than the prior year’s record

surplus).72

For the 13 years up to 2003, Germany ranked second only to the US in global patent

applications (it led all countries with three German firms among the top ten globally). In

2003 Germany slipped to third place, behind Japan.73 At both the beginning and the end

of the 1990s, Germany ranked ahead of the US in number of patents per million popu-

lation.74 Innovation remains especially strong in Germany’s traditional export-oriented

sectors. In biotechnology and information and communication technologies, however,

Germany lags behind its main competitors. This may be partly a result of a decline in

R&D spending relative to GDP during the 1990s, though Germany remains above the

OECD average and R&D spending has been rising again since 1999.75

In the latter 1990s labor productivity growth, while positive (1.8% per year between

1995 and 1999), was only average among the OECD countries.76 But firm pacts and

labor–management cooperation have boosted Germany’s performance dramatically.

Over the decade from 1993 to 2003, German labor productivity rose nearly 2%

on average and was only slightly behind that of the US.77 Even The Economist,
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a long-time critic of the German model, recently wrote that ‘in the past five years

Germany has boasted faster growth in labour productivity than the euro-area average,

combined with the zone’s slowest growth in wages . . . The popular notion that high

wage costs have left Germany uncompetitive no longer seems to be true’.78 In terms

of multi-factor productivity, which assesses the joint effects on productivity of

capital and labor, Germany averaged 0.98% average annual increase from 1990 to

2001, only marginally behind the UK at 1.06% and the US at 1.01%.79

In short, while corporate Germany has numerous challenges in front of it, the fact is

that it has been doing relatively well in terms of growth, profitability, and competitive-

ness. What German firms are not doing is creating domestic jobs, and this leads us to

the bigger problem: what is good for corporate Germany is not unequivocally good for

the German economy as a whole, at least in the short term.80

IF GERMANY HAS BEEN SO GOOD, WHY DO THINGS SEEM SO BAD?

So, if Germany has indeed undergone successful and far-ranging institutional adap-

tation, its labor market institutions have demonstrated flexibility, and corporations

are remaining profitable and competitive, why is it performing so poorly in macroeco-

nomic terms? In this section I present a modest and partial explanation for this. But the

first task is to actually take quick stock of Germany’s relative performance in key indi-

cators. Germany’s primary problems are low GDP growth, high unemployment (and

low employment), and rising budget deficits.81 To a great degree all three of these

are interdependent, e.g. low growth exacerbates the other two problems.

In unemployment level, Germany was long below the EMU average, though the

gap began closing after 1996. Still, until 2001 German unemployment remained

below the EMU average (7.8% versus 8%).82 But during 2002 German unemployment

rose above the EMU average and reached 9.2% at the beginning of 2004 (versus 8.8%

for EMU).83 During 2004 unemployment continued rising and jumped into double

digits (partly for statistical reasons) at the beginning of 2005 with the introduction

of the Agenda 2010 reforms. In mid-2005 unemployment was trending down again

but stood at 11.3%.84 More troubling, though, is the long-term picture: Over the last

three decades there has been a progressive increase in unemployment, thus revealing

structural unemployment problems. Even when the German economy was able to gene-

rate 1.7 million jobs between 1997 and 2000, it did so without significantly increasing

the number of hours actually worked, i.e. there were more people employed but there

was hardly any increase in work per se.85 In sum, the German economy has a long-term

record of a relatively weak capacity to generate jobs – labor force participation (among

young and old workers) continues to decline even as unemployment rises. The immedi-

ate future does not look bright either, as a growing number of German firms, including

even mid-sized firms, are increasingly apt to create new jobs (or even move jobs)

outside of Germany, especially in Central Europe and Asia.86

In terms of GDP growth, during the 1980s Germany, with 1.9% average annual

GDP growth, lagged behind the present Eurozone countries, which averaged 2.3%

(between 1980 and 1989).87 German growth was strong during the early 1990s as a

result of the unification boom, but since 1995 Germany has once again lagged behind

the EMU average (by about .5% per year). Since 2001 German growth has been truly
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anemic – less than 1% per annum (OECD 2002), though it began to pick up in late

2004.88 Since the early 1990s, slow growth has dropped German GDP per capita

substantially relative to the EU and the US.89 Slow growth is, arguably, the biggest

economic problem Germany confronts.

As for its budget deficit, before the mid-1990s Germany was considerably below

the EMU average but is now above it.90 While Germany’s budget deficit is still not

particularly high by international standards, it has been rising sharply since 2001.

Moreover, for the last two years and the next two Germany will violate EMU’s 3%

growth and stability pact deficit ceiling (though it is hardly alone in this category).

In sum, given that Germany was on the whole among the strongest economic

performers in Europe prior to the mid-1990s, its relative macroeconomic underperformance

since then means that Germany has become ‘average’ within the EU – hardly a reason to

rejoice, but an important perspective to maintain. Nonetheless, several years of underper-

formance need explanation and I next suggest two important explanatory factors: The

first is the drag created by East Germany. The second is overly restrictive and pro-cyclical

monetary and fiscal policies to which the German economy has been subjected.

In the early 1990s, the eastern boom raised overall German GDP growth rates, but then

came the post-unification bust and since 1997 the East has become a drag on the overall

GDP growth. The European Commission estimates that one-third of the growth gap

between Germany and the rest of the EU is accounted for by the fiscal burden of unifica-

tion.91 However, true as this may be, West German GDP growth has been very low in the

last three years and thus low German GDP growth cannot be attributed solely to problems

in the East.92 In the unemployment picture, in contrast, the East is clearly a major drag on

German performance; West German unemployment has remained well below the EMU

average since the early 1990s and was slightly above 6% in 2002, while the EMU

average was 2% higher at just over 8%. It was East German unemployment at 14%

which brought overall German unemployment to nearly 8%.93 In mid-2005 national esti-

mates show unemployment in western Germany at 9.5% and in the East at 18.5%.94 For

2003 the IMF (2004) estimates West German structural unemployment at 5.2% – slightly

below that of the US (5.3%) – and East German at 15.4%: In other words, West German

labor markets are as flexible/efficient as those of the US; the East is a different story.95

Among the policy mistakes made in the East was the decision to fund welfare transfers

through taxes on wages, thus further raising the non-wage costs to employers in the

West and putting more pressure on jobs.96

In terms of the budget deficit, reunification and continued high subsidies to the East

are a well-known drain on German finances. Since reunification fiscal transfers have

averaged 3–4% of GDP. Even after tax increases are accounted for, the conclusion

that the German budget deficit would be significantly lower without these costs

seems inescapable.97

The important conclusion here is that a good part of Germany’s key macroeco-

nomic problems stem from reunification. In other words, the East German factor

points the finger of blame away from supposed internal institutional problems of the

German model and toward an unexpected and unusual economic shock; a shock that

would generate difficulties for even the most dynamic economy. Yet this is clearly

not the whole story. The key German problems of slow growth and unemployment

can also be attributed to a significant degree to restrictive monetary and fiscal policies.
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While Germany may benefit from EMU in the long term, in the short term EMU has

had a powerful adverse effect on Germany. Since 1998 the German economy has been

confronted with short and long-term real interest rates that are higher than the EMU

average, thus acting to dampen investment and growth.98 This is happening because

German inflation rates have been significantly lower than the EMU average –

during 2002 and 2003 Eurozone inflation hovered around 2% with Germany around

1%.99 The problem is that the ECB has to target average EMU growth and inflation

rates. This translated into overly restrictive monetary policy for Germany. Thus even

from a strong anti-inflation policy position, lower nominal interest rates could be

justified for Germany and this would undoubtedly add stimulus and growth to its

economy. Like reunification, monetary union has introduced an adverse exogenous

shock to the German system. Since mid-2004 German inflation has risen closer to

the Eurozone average as the economy began to recover. With little concurrent

change in monetary policy, this suggests that the German recovery may be attributed

to structural reforms made during the previous years.

In theory, German policymakers could attempt to counteract this tight monetary

noose through a looser fiscal policy, i.e., fiscal stimulus. However, Truger, looking

at the primary government deficit ratio (PDR) argues that fiscal policy in Germany

has been restrictive (and increasingly so) since the late 1990s, not least because of

the Growth and Stability Pact restrictions.100 Truger also claims that fiscal policy

has been relatively more restrictive during periods of economic slowdown, thus acting

in a pro-cyclical fashion. He goes on to finally argue that restrictive fiscal policy, com-

bined with a declining adjusted wage share (share of wages in total GDP), mean that

domestic demand has been weak and lower than the EMU as a whole.101 Relatively

weak demand and declining wage share are also a result of the fact that, since 1994,

annual increases in unit labor costs in Germany have been less than the EU-12. Declin-

ing wage share and low unit labor cost increases are also clear indicators of relative

wage moderation in Germany.102

CONCLUSION

At the beginning of this paper I briefly enumerated four presumed weaknesses of the

German economy: insufficient capital for innovation (banking); the inefficiency of

Deutschland AG (cozy relations among banks, firms); rigid labor markets; and exces-

sive welfare state spending. The body of this paper demonstrated considerable change

in the institutions governing the first three areas. The financial system was transformed

to facilitate more risk-friendly investment through increased venture capital and a more

vibrant stock market. The corporate governance system was reformed to give owners

more transparency and thus encourage their investment in German firms. Corporate

governance and other reforms also initiated the unwinding of corporate interlocks

and made managers more accountable for firm performance. Organized labor showed

considerable flexibility by allowing and engaging in more decentralized labor–

management relations which fostered cost reductions and firm restructuring. There is

much evidence that these reforms have worked as intended and thus represent success-

ful institutional adaptation and policy change.
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The final section of the paper attempted to put Germany’s poor performance

into perspective. First, Germany’s labor market problems are significant but concen-

trated – in the East, among young and old workers, and among the low skilled.

Future reforms need to target these segments, especially by reducing non-wage labor

costs and stimulating demand for labor. Second, it is clear that a good part of Ger-

many’s economic problems were not due to inherent institutional deficiencies of the

German model but to two exogenous shocks – German reunification and European

Monetary Union. Without these the German economy would in all probability look

much stronger; so much so that it might no longer be viewed as the ‘sick man of

Europe’. Nevertheless, Germany faces no other choice but to invest in redeveloping

eastern Germany and remains committed to EMU. Thus it must adjust to these

shocks and it has done quite a bit in this regard. Should it have done, or should it

still do, more radical institutional and policy reform?

Agenda 2010 was a big step forward, but at the moment it appears that future

reforms will more than likely be incremental rather than fundamental. Yet this may

ultimately be for the best. More radical reform of the German economic model –

such as a radical overhaul of labor market regulations – might very well lead to an

erosion of the traditional German diversified quality production model – a model

that still makes German firms global leaders in a wide range of industries, especially

in manufacturing. Thoroughly deregulated labor markets would put heavy pressure

on wages and most likely a decline in investment in skills would follow (given a

decreasing return to investment on skills). Without high-skill labor, German firms

would find it increasingly impossible to compete in their traditional product markets.

What then would follow? The US road to deindustrialization?

Probably the best path for Germany is the present one; namely, introducing more

flexibility into its institutions but in a manner largely consistent with its core principles

of consensual labor–management relations (codetermination), high skills, wage mod-

eration, and an emphasis by labor and management on productivity. While there is still

a clear need for further labor market and especially welfare state reforms in Germany,

Germany’s institutional reforms to date represent successful adjustment to more global

and competitive capital and product markets – one that preserves an economic model

capable of combining relatively high social equality with long-term competitiveness.

In this sense Germany may still serve as a model for all of the European Union.
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